SAVING HUNTER / CREATURE CREATION Suggested Items:
- Toilet Paper Roll (used for the body of the creature)
- Colored Paper
- Straws
- Cardboard
- Pipe Cleaners
- Popsicle Sticks
- Toothpicks
- Paint/Markers/Crayons
- Small Leaves
- Stapler
- Tape
- Glue

ABORIGINAL DOT ART (Australia):
- Paper or Canvas for painting on
- Colored Paint
- Pencil with eraser on end (use the eraser end to create larger dots, and the pencil end to create small dots)

ORIGAMI BUTTERFLY (Hong Kong):
- Colored Lightweight or Origami Paper

KITE (England):
- Tissue Paper
- 2 Sticks (one shorter than the other)
- Straight Edge
- Pencil or pen
- Tape
- Kite String
- Ribbon
- Scissors

ORIGAMI POT & CACTUS (Nepal):
- Colored Lightweight or Origami Paper
- Green & Yellow Construction Paper
- Scissors
- Glue